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INTRODUCTION 
The study of periodic solutions of differential equations and differential 
inclusions has been developed by several authors (for topological 
arguments ee [2, 5, 71). 
We consider the set valued translation operator along trajectories of dif- 
ferential inclusion and reduce the problem of existence of periodic solutions 
to the problem of existence of fixed points of this operator. Then, by means 
of the generalized Lefschetz fixed point theorem (compare [S]), we are 
able to find periodic solutions. 
In Section 1 we recall basic definitions and facts concerning set valued 
maps. 
By p we shall denote the class of all compact subsets M of R” for which 
there exist an open neighbourhood U of A4 and a so-called metric retrac- 
tion (continuous function) r: U + M such that, for any y E U, Ir(y) - yJ = 
d(y, M), where 1. ( and d(y, M) denote the Euclidean norm and the 
distance from y to M, respectively. It is well known that p contains 
closed convex sets and C2-manifolds. In [2] it is shown that compact 
C2-manifolds with boundary also belong to p. Let A4 be a subset of R”, 
and with every x E A4 we associate the subset 
Let us observe that T,,,(X) is nothing else than the contingent cone to M 
at x, introduced by Bouligand in the 1930s. 
In Section 2 we prove that the contingent cone valued map T,: A4 + R" 
is lower semi-continuous provided ME p. For a convex closed set A4 this 
result is well known. 
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In Section 3, using the results of [ 111, we shall show a version of the 
Scorza-Dragoni theorem for Caratheodory type set valued maps. 
In Section 4 we consider a differential inclusion x’(t) E F(t, x(t)), where 
F: [IO, + co ) x M + R” is a Carathiodory type convex compact valued map. 
Under reasonable assumption on F, when ME p and the Euler charac- 
teristic X(M) of M is not equal to 0, we state the sufficient condition for the 
existence of at least one periodic solution, as a main result of the paper. 
The condition reads as 
F(t, x) n T,(x) Z 0 for all (t, x) E [0, + co ) x M. 
This theorem is evidently a generalization of some results from [ 1,9]. 
Namely in [l] or [9] it was assumed that F is U.S.C. bounded and M is 
compact and convex. 
1. SET VALUED MAPS 
Following [S] we recall some definitions and facts concerning fixed 
points of set valued maps. 
Let us start with presentation of continuity concepts for set valued maps. 
Let X, Y be topological spaces. A set valued map F: X-t Y is said to be 
lower semi-continuous (1.s.c.) at x0 E X if, for any open set U in Y such that 
Un F(x,) # a, there is a neighbourhood V(xO) of x,, such that, for any 
x E V(x,), F(x) n U # aa. We say that F is 1.s.c. on X if F is 1.c.s. at every 
point of X. The set valued map F is said to be upper semi-continuous 
(u.s.c.) at X~E X if, for any open set U in Y such that F(x,) c U, there is 
a neighbourhood V(x,) of x,, such that, for any x E V(x,), F(x) c U. We 
say that F is U.S.C. on X if F(x) is compact for every x E X and F is U.S.C. 
at every point of X. 
The following proposition is self-evident. 
(1.1) PROPOSITION. Let X, Y be metric spaces, F: X -+ Y an 1k.c. map, 
and G: X -+ Y a map with a graph open in Xx Y. Then: 
(1.1.1) The map H: X+ Y given by H(x)=F(x)+&B has an open 
graph in Xx Y; 
(1.1.2) The map cl F: X-t Y given by cl F(x)=cl(F(x)) is kc.; 
(1.1.3) The map Fn G: X+ Y given by (FnG)(x)= F(x)nG(x) is 
I.s.c., where cl(A) denotes the closure of A. 
BY ff, = {Hn),ao we denote the Tech homology functor with compact 
carriers and rational coefficients. A non-empty compact space A is called 
acyclic, provided H,(A) = Q and H,(A) = 0, for every n > 0. Let X and Y 
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be metric spaces. A continuous single-valued map p: Y + X is called a 
Vietoris map, if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) p is a proper map, i.e., for every compact A c X the counter- 
image p-‘(A) is a compact set, 
(ii) p is onto, 
(iii) for every point x E X the set p -l(x) is acyclic. 
An U.S.C. map cp: X -+ Y is called acyclic provided for each x E X the set 
q(x) is acyclic. 
An U.S.C. map cp: X-+ Y is called admissible (compare [S]) if there exists 
a metric space Z and two (single-valued) maps p: Z --f X, q: Z + Y such 
that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) p is a Vietoris map, 
(ii) q(p -l(x)) c q(x), for every x E X. 
Two admissible maps cp, $ are homotopic (written cp - $), if there 
exists an admissible map ye: Xx [0, l] -+ Y such that q(x, 0) c q(O) and 
r](x, 1) c t)(x), for every x E X. 
We shall say that a metric space X is an ANR-space (absolute 
neighbourhood retract) if there exists an open subset U of a normed space 
E and two continuous maps r: U -+ X, s: X --) U such that r 0 s = idx, where 
id, denotes the identity map over X; X is an AR-space (absolute retract) 
if we can take U = E. 
In particular, any retract of an open subset of IF?” (resp. of IP?) is an 
ANR-space (resp. AR-space). 
Recall that if X is a compact ANR-space then we define the Euler 
characteristic x(X) of X as the Lefschetz number A(id,) of the identity map 
id, of X. In particular, if X is a compact AR-space, then x(X) = 1. 
We shall use the following special case of the Lefschetz fixed point 
theorem (cf. [8]): 
(1.2) PROPOSITION. Let X be a compact ANR-space such that x(X) # 0. 
If q: X + X is an admissible map such that cp - id, then there exists x E X 
such that XE q(x). 
2. CONTINUITY OF THE CONTINGENT AND NORMAL CONE VALUED MAPS 
In this section we shall examine continuity of contingent cone valued 
maps. It is well known that the contingent cone valued map T,: M-r Iw” 
is 1s.~. for any closed convex subset M of [w” (cf. Theorem 51.1 in [ 1 I). In 
[ 1 ] (cf. p. 178), Aubin and Cellina showed an example of a compact subset 
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M of R* such that T, is neither 1.s.c. nor U.S.C. In this section we shall show 
that T, is 1.s.c. under the sole assumption that ME p. We need some addi- 
tional notations and facts in order to do it. 
Let U be an open neighborhood of M, and r: U -+ M a metric retraction. 
We define a normal cone N,,,,(X) to A4 at x E M by 
N,(x)= {yc[W”: 3c(>O, r(x+ay)=x} 
By an easy calculation we check that N,(x) is a convex cone for any 
XEM. Let 
B(x, R)= {ZEW (Z-XI CR}, B= B(0, l), 
S(x, R)= {zdR”: Iz-x( =R}, S=S(O, l), 
A+B={a+b:aEAandbEB}, 
aA = {aa:aEA}, 
where A, B c R” and c1 E R. The basic property of normal cones is given in 
the following: 
(2.1.) PROPOSITION. Suppose that r: (M + EB) -+ M is a metric retraction. 
Then r(x + y) = x for any x E M and any y E (N,(x) n EB). 
Proof. Let XE M. Suppose that there exists YE (N,(x) n EB) such 
that r(x + y) #x. Let ~1~ = sup{a > 0: r(x + ay) = x>. If the inequality 
~1~) 1 held, there would be CI > 1 such that r(x + ay) = x. So 
cl(B(x+ay,aJy~)nM=(x}.Ascl(B(x+y,~y()ccl(B(x+ay,a~y~)), we 
would get a contradiction to the assumption r(x + y) # x. So c(,, < 1. Let z,, 
be given by z,, = x + a,~. Since r is continuous, r(zO) = x. Let R = 
2-l min(a, 1~1, E-E,, 1.~~1). The radial retraction of W\B(zO, R) onto 
S(z,, R) will be denoted by p. Let f: S(z,, R) + S(z,, R) be the antipodal 
map. As B(z,, R) n M = a, the function q from cl(B(z,, R)) into S(z,, R) 
given by q(u) =f(p(r(a))) is well defined. According to Brouwer’s fixed 
point theorem, there must be ZE S(z,, R) with q(z) =z. Since 
p(r(z)) =f(z), the point z0 must belong to the interval with ends z and r(z). 
Then r(zO) = r(z). As r(z)=x we have z =f(p(x)). Since ,f(p(x)) = 
x + (1 + R) CI~ y, it follows that r(x + (1 + R) CC~ JJ) = x, which is the desired 
contradiction. 
It is well known (cf. Theorem 5.1.1 in [ 11) that if V is a closed convex 
subset of R” then the normal cone valued map N,: I/+ R” has the closed 
graph in V x R”. We obtain an analogous result for the normal cone valued 
map N,: M + [w” in the case when ME p. 
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(2.2) PROPOSITION. Let M E p. The normal cone valued map N,: 
M -+ aB” has a closed graph in M x W’. 
Proof: Suppose that sequences {x,, } ,I E N, ( y, } n E rm converge to x and y, 
respectively, where x, E M and y,~N,(x,) for every HE N. By (2.1) we 
can choose a sequence { M,,},~~ rmthat converges to CI > 0 and satisfies 
r(x, + c(,, Y,~) = x,, for any y1 E N. Since r is continuous, it follows that 
r(x + ccy) = x, which completes the proof. 
Let Tc R” be a convex cone. Brackets ( ., ) denote the standard inner 
product. The polar cone T’ to the cone T is defined by T’ = {YE IX”: 
V~ET, (y,x)<O). 
Relations among normal and contingent cones are reflected by the 
following: 
(2.3) PROPOSITION. Let ME p. Then, TM(x) = N,(x)‘- for any x E M. 
We shall use the following consequence of Brouwer’s fixed point 
theorem. 
(2.4) PROPOSITION. Suppose that f: cl B --f [w” is a continuous function 
such that f(x) # -ax for any x E S and any c( > 0. Then there exists h E B 
such thar f(h) = 0. 
Indeed, suppose that f(b) # 0 for any b E B. Then g: B + B defined 
by g(x) = - If(x)1 -if(x) would be a fixed point free continuous map, 
contradicting Brouwer’s theorem. 
Proof of (2.3). First we show that T,(x) c N,,,,(x)‘-. Let y$ N,(x)~. 
Then there exists ZEN,,,,(X) such that (y, z) > 0. We can suppose that 
B(x+z, Izl)n M = a. It is easy to check that 
lim[t-‘d(x+ty, W)\B(x+z, (zJ);t+O+]>O. 
From this, we conclude that y$ TM(x). 
It remains to prove that N,,,,(x)’ c T,(x). Let z$ TIM(x). Then there 
exist R>O and ~~(22’3, 1) such that 
{x+y:O<ly(<Rand( z,y)2clzl l~l}nM=@. (*I 
We let 
C=jx+1’:(yl=3-‘Rand(z,y)=J~lyl 1~1); D=convC; 
P=(x+w: (w,z)=O}; 
p: [w” --r P is the orthogonal projection; 
q is the inverse function of pJ D, where p( D denotes the restriction of the 
function p to the set D. 
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Suppose that y, u E R” satisfy the following conditions: ( y - VI < 1 yl, 
<Jv)=~Fm~l IYI and there exist cr>O such that p(x+ v)-x= 
-a(p(x + y) - x). Then by an easy calculation we obtain that 
(v, z) 3C IzI (~1. Suppose that there exists asp and cc>0 such that 
p(r(q(a))) - x = -a(u - x). Since (q(a) - x, 2) = JCF) (q(u) - xl Iz\ 
and Is(a)- r(q(u))l 6 [q(a)-xl, the point r(q(a)) must belong to the set 
{x+y:O<ly(<R and (z,y)>c[zl IJJ[}, contradicting (*). By (2.4) 
there exists u~p(D) such that p(r(q(a))) = x. So, there exists /3~ R such 
that r(q(u)) = x + fiz, As (q(u), z) > 0 and Is(u) - r(q(u))j < jq(u) - xl we 
have fi > 0. By (*), we obtain /I d 0. Then q(u) E N,(x). As (z, q(u)) > 0 
we have z $ N,(x)l, which completes the proof. 
We recall that if N: M -+ R” is a closed convex cone valued map with a 
closed graph in A4 x R” then the map T: M -+ R” given by 
T(x) = N(x)’ 
is 1.s.c. (cf. Proposition 1.2.2 in Cl]). 
Now, from the above remark, (2.2), and (2.3) we obtain the main result 
of this section: 
(2.5) THEOREM. Let ME p. The contingent cone valued map T,: 
M -+ R” is 1.~. 
Following [3], we recall Clark’s definitions of the normal cone and the 
contingent cone to an arbitrary closed subset M of R” at x E M, 
N~(x)=~lconv{lim[s~(~,-xi);i‘-+ a]}, 
where we consider all sequences with si 3 0, y, converging to x and having 
the closest point xi in M; 
T;(x) = (N;(x))‘. 
In view of (2.2) one can easily see that NE(x) = N,(x) and moreover, 
by (2.3), r:(x)= T,(x) for any MEW. 
3. A VERSION OF THE SCORZA-DRAGONI THEOREM FOR 
SET VALUED MAPS 
Let X be a seperable metric space. Let L(Z) denote the o-field of 
Lebesgue measurable subsets of an interval 1, B(X) the o-field of Bore1 
subsets of X, and L(Z) x B(X) the product a-field on Ix X generated by 
the sets A x B, where A E L(Z) and BE B(X). The Lebesgue measure of a 
set A c R will be denoted by m(A). Let T be a measurable space with a 
o-field Z. 
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A set valued map F: T -+ X is C-measurable if (t E T: F(t) A B # a} 
belongs to C for each closed subset B of X. 
We recall a Scorza-Dragoni type theorem formulated by Jarnik and 
Kurzweil in [ 111: 
(3.1) THEOREM. Let G be a subset of K! x X. Suppose that cp: G + R” is 
a non-empty compact convex valued map such that cp(t, . ) is U.S.C. for almost 
all t. Then there exists a compact convex valued map $1 G -+ R” satisfying 
the following conditions: 
(3.1.1) @(t, x) c cp(t, x) for any (t, x) E G; 
(3.1.2) to every E > 0 there is a measurable set A, c R such that 
m(R\A,)<& and the map ~$/a,,(~~~~) is u.s.c.; 
(3.1.3) if J is a measurable subset of R, u: J -+ X a measurable func- 
tion, (t, u(t)) E G ,for any t E J, v: J + R” a measurable function, and 
v(t)Eq(t, u(t)) almost everywhere (a.e.) in J, then v(t)E @(t, u(t)) a.e. in J. 
In Section 4, we shall need the following version of the above theorem. 
(3.2) THEOREM. Let X be a compact subset of R”. Suppose that 40: 
Ix X+ R” is a non-empty compact convex valued map such that q(t, .) is 
U.S.C. for almost all t E I and q is L(I) x B(X)-measurable. Then, for every 
E > 0, there exists a measurable set I, c I such that m(I\I,) < 0 and cp\ ii. x x 
is U.S.C. 
Proof Let ci, be as in Theorem (3.1). It suffices to show that 
m({tEZ:3xEX,q(t,x)\~(t,x)#@})=O. 
By (3.1.2) there exists a sequence {I, >,1, N of measurable subsets of I 
such that m(Z\Z,,) < n- ’ and 4 / I,, x X is U.S.C. Set J= IJ,,, N I,. It is easy to 
check that @IJXX is L(J) x B(X)-measurable. 
By the Castaing theorem (cf. Theorem 5.6 in [S]), there exists a 
sequence I.Lr)ncN of measurable selectors for cp such that cp(t, x) = 
cl(,f,(t, x): n E N > for every (t, x) E I x X. Set A, = {(t, x) E J x X: 
.fn(t, x) 4 @(t, x)}. Then A,, being a complement o the domain of an inter- 
section of f, and 4, is measurable (cf. [S]). Set H = {(t, x) E Jx X: 
q(t, x)\$?(t, x) # /z! >. Then H, being the union of A,,, is measurable. Let Jo 
be the projection of H into J. By Remark 1 in [S], J, is Lebesgue 
measurable. Let g: H -+ iw” be defined by 
g(4 xl = c XA,,(t> -xl fn(t, x). 
,rt N 
Then g is measurable. Consider the non-empty valued map q: 1, +X 
given by q(t) = { x E X: (t, x) E H}. Obviously, q has a measurable graph. 
By the Aumann measurable selection theorem (cf. Theorem 5.2 in [8]), 
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there is a measurable function U: Jo -+ X such that u(t) E q(t) a.e. in J,. We 
use the same letter J, to denote the set {t E J,: u(t) E q(t) >. 
Let u: Jo + R” be defined by u(t) = g(t, u(t)). 
Condition (3.1.3) implies m(JO) = 0, which completes the proof. 
We shall also use the following: 
(3.3) PROPOSITION. Let (T, 2:) be a measurable space, F: T+ R” a 
compact valued measurable map, and G: T+ R” a closed valued measurable 
map. Then the map H: T-+X given by H(t)=cl((F(t)+EB)nG(t)) is 
measurable. 
Proof: For every n E N define F,, : T + R” by 
F,(t)=F(t)+e(l-n-‘)cl(B). 
F,, is a closed valued measurable map, since {t E T: 
F,(t)n (D +&(I --n-l) cl(B))} for every closed subset D of R”. By 
Theorem 4.1 in [lo], F,, n G: T -+ R” is measurable. By Propositions 2.3 
and 2.6 in [lo], H is measurable, since H(t) = cl(lJ,, N (F,(t) n G(t))), 
which completes the proof. 
4. PERIODIC SOLUTIONS OF DIFFERENTIAL INCLUSIONS 
Let G be a subset of R x R” and F: G --f R” be a non-empty convex com- 
pact valued map. In this section we shall be interested in periodic solutions 
of the differential inclusion 
x’ E F( t, x). (4.1) 
An absolute continuous function x: [0, T] + R” is a solution of (4.1) if 
x fulfills (4.1) a.e. in [0, T] and (t, x(t))EG for every t E [0, T]. By 
S,(F, x0) we shall denote the set of all solutions of (4.1) verifying the 
condition x(0) = x0. 
In order to guarantee the existence of a solution of (4.1) we shall assume: 
(4.2) F(t,.) is U.S.C. for almost all t; 
(4.3.1) F( ., x) is L(R)-measurable for every x; or 
(4.3.2) F is L(R) x B(X)-measurable; 
(4.4) there is a locally Lebesgue integrable function p: R -+ [0, co) 
such that sup { 1 y( : 3x E R” (t, x) E G and j E F( t, x)} < p(t) for every t. 
Let us observe that any bounded U.S.C. set valued map F: G -+ R” satisfies 
the conditions (4.2), (4.3.1), (4.3.2) and (4.4). 
Our main result is the following: 
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(4.5) THEOREM. Suppose A4 belongs to p and the Euler characteristic 
X(M) of A4 is non-zero. Let F: [0, co) x A4 -+ R” be a non-empty convex 
compact valued map satisfying (4.2), (4.3.2) (4.4), and 
F(t, x) n T,,,(x) # @ for any (t, x) E [0, co) x M. 
Then, for any T> 0, there exists a solution x: [0, GO) + A4 of (4.1) such that 
x(0) = x(T). 
Furthermore, if for some T> 0, 
F(t,x)cF(t+T,x) forany (t,x)E[O,oO)xM, 
then (4.1) admits a T-periodic solution. 
For the proof of the theorem we need the following: 
(4.6) LEMMA. Suppose M belongs to p and the Euler characteristic 
x(M) of M is non-zero. Let F: [0, co) x A4 + R” be a non-empty convex 
compact valued map satisfying (4.2) (4.3.1), (4.4), and 
F(t, x) c T,(x) for any (t, x) E [0, co) x M. 
Then, for any T> 0, there exists a solution x: [0, T] + M of (4.1) such that 
x(0)=x(T). 
Sketch of the Proof Let U be an open neighbourhood of M in R” for 
which there exists a metric retraction r: U -+ M. Let ~1: R” + [0, l] be a 
Urysohn function such that a(x) = 1, for every XE M and g(x) = 0, for 
every x $ U. Then we define a set valued map F - : [0, 00) x R” --+ R” by 
putting 
F- (t> xl = 
i 
4x1 F(t, r(x)), for xEUand tER, 
toj, for x4 Uand tE[W. 
Observe that F- is an extension of F and F- is defined on whole R”. 
By Proposition 9.6 in [2], we have S,(F, x,)=Sr(F-, x0) for every 
x,EM. By Theorem 1 in [4], S,(F-, x0) is an acyclic set. Consider a set 
valued map S: M+ C( [0, T], M) given by S(x,) = S,(F, x0). We show 
that S is U.S.C. using a compactness theorem (cf. Theorem 0.3.4 in [ 11) and 
Mazur’s convexity theorem. Hence, S is an acyclic map. We let 
e: C( [0, T], M) x [0, T] -+ M, 
e(x, t) =x(t) for every x E C( [0, T], M) and t E [0, T]; 
e,: C(CO, Tl, MI + M 
e,(x) =x(t) for every x E C( [0, T], M). 
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Consider a set valued map cp: M -+ M given by q(x) = e,(S(x)). q is an 
admissible map, since cp is a composition eT 0 S of the acyclic map S and 
the continuous function eT. Moreover, q is homotopic to the identity map 
id, of M; the homotopy H is given by H(x, t) = e(S(x), t). 
It follows from (1.2) that there exists x EM such that XE q(x), which 
completes the proof. 
Now, we are able to prove Theorem (4.5). 
Proof. By Theorem (3.2), for every k E N there is a measurable subset 
Zk of [0, T] such that m(Z\Z,) <k-l and FJ,, M is U.S.C. By 
Theorem 1.13.1 in [l], for every kEN there is a sequence {Gi),,, of 
1.s.c. convex compact valued maps Gi: Z, x M + R” satisfying for each 
(t, x) E Zk x M 
and 
F(f, x) = G%, x), G:+ I(& x) = G:O, x) 
limCh(G~(t, x), F(t, x)); II -+ CD] =O. 
For every n E N, define G,: Ix M -+ R” by 
G,(A xl = x,,(t) J’Ct, xl + 1 xa(t) G:k xl, 
ksN 
where x,,, denote the characteristic function of the set Z,, 
4l= co, Tl\ u I;, A, =I,, A, = zk\ ; Ii for kb2. 
ieN 1=I 
It is routine to see that the sequence (G,} satisfies the following condi- 
tions: 
(4.7) G,(t,.) is 1.s.c. for almost all t E [0, T]; 
(4.8) G, is L( [0, T]) x B(M)-measurable; 
(4.9) for each (t,x)c[O,T]xM, F(t,x)cG,(t,x), G,+,(t,x)c 
G,(t, x), to every E > 0 there is n, E N such that G,( t, x) c F( t, x) + EB for 
every n > n,. 
Now, for every n E N, define a non-empty convex compact valued map 
H,: [0, T]xM-tR” by H,(t,x)=cl((G,(t,x)+n-‘B)nT,(x)). 
By (2.5), (l.l), and (4.7), the map H,(t,.) is 1.s.c. for almost all 
TV [0, r]. By (3.3) and (4.8), H, is L([O, T]) x B(M)-measurable. By 
the Carathtodory type selection theorem (cf. [6]), there is a function 
h,: [0, T] x M -+ R” satisfying assumptions of Proposition (4.5). 
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Now, let us consider ordinary differential equations 
x’(t) = A,( t, x(t)). (4.1O)n 
By Proposition (4.5), for every n E N there is a solution x,: [0, r] + M 
of (4.10), such that x,(T) = x,(O). Using the compactness theorem (com- 
pare [ 1 ] ) we can choose a subsequence (denoted again {x, 1) of {x, } such 
that x, converges, in the uniform convergence topology, to an absolutely 
continuous function x: [0, 7’1 + M and XI, converges weakly in 
L’([O, T], W) to x’. To end the proof, it suffices to prove that x is a 
solution of (4.1). This is given by a standard argument, using Mazur’s 
convexity theorem. 
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